Angled tooth segmentation from computerized tomography images.
Tooth contour segmentation from dental computerized tomography (CT) images is one of the fundamental steps in reconstructing the three-dimensional models of teeth. However, existing methods depend on the tooth shape similarity between adjacent slices, and have difficulty to segment these angled teeth whose contour shapes from adjacent slices may differ a lot. This study proposes a new method for contour segmentation of angled teeth from CT images. The volume of interest (VOI) of target tooth and corresponding tooth axis are first extracted from volumetric CT images. Local images within the VOI of target tooth are then rotated such that the tooth axis in the rotated images is perpendicular to the transverse section. Tooth contours are finally segmented from the rotated images using a hybrid level set model slice-by-slice. Experimental results verified that the proposed method was effective to segment contours of angled teeth from CT images.